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Welcome

From the Pro-Vice Chairman

On

earth there is no purifier as great as
knowledge.

Delhi Public School Rau, Indore, a day boarding
school is the 2nd branch of DPS in the city of
Indore and part of the world's largest and most
famous Public Schools chain across the world. It
has the pedigree of more than six decades of
DPS experience, the track record of best results
and pledge of first rate & well trained faculty. In
simple words DPS is all about trust.
Our principle aims are to provide:
A caring, supportive, dedicated,
well-motivated and trained team of DPS,
encourages
spiritual,
personal
&
academic development of its students
coming from a variety of cultural and social
backgrounds to make them feel secure
and equally valued.
You are welcome to DPS Rau, Indore.

•

An appropriate academic challenge which
enables each student to realize his potential,
and grow strong in today's competitive
world.

•

An environment which promotes good work
ethos and encourages all students to acquire
an independent and a critical approach to
learning.

•

A world-class infrastructure, well balanced
between
academics,
sports
and
extracurricular activities. With perfect
environment conducive to learning where any
aspiring student would love to be, which is
so vital to make the learning stress free and
effective.

•

Help your ward to pace up equally with any
other branch of DPS across the world

Hari Mohan Gupta
Pro-Vice Chairman, DPS Bhopal
DPS Indore, DPS Kolar Road, Bhopal
DPS Rau, Indore

DPS Educational Goal

The world-wide DPS network
NEW DELHI
to SINGAPORE
DPS Rau, Indore is a part of
the world’s biggest school
education network
OUR STRENGTH LIES IN
Over 4,00,000 students 25000 well trained
teachers 135 outstanding principals
232 branches of DPS worldwide
including Singapore.

DUBAI

NEW DELHI

SINGAPORE

Six Decades of finest school tradition.
For more than seven decades, the DPS Society has
developed itself with the vision to deliver quality
education. Today, it stands as a citadel of learning
with a harbinger of quality consciousness committed
to the overall healthy development of children. The
vitality of the classrooms, the energy of the playing
fields, and the exposure to national and international
level student platforms have enabled students at DPS
to explore and reach their fullest potential in various
fields – whether it is securing distinctions in the board
examinations or winning national/international
accolades beyond academics i.e. in drama, debates,
sports, etc. Getting outstanding board results,
securing enviable positions in various entrance
examinations to becoming part of various professional
institutes of international repute are the accepted
identity of a 'Dipsite' as they are popularly called.
To match the demands of this millennium's
educational trends and global associations,
Innovation is always kept as fundamental to all DPS

learning programmes, and its faculty has
endeavoured to revolutionize it in their ideas and
practices. The primary focus is on meaningful and
joyful learning via the best of national and international
academia bringing exposure to diverse cultural and
intellectual experiences.
The educational programmes have evolved from the
felt needs in the society at present, and hence
incorporate contextual issues and challenges.
Activities and events related to value education,
environment, health education, culture and heritage,
global experience, personality development, are
effectively woven into the main fabric of the school
curriculum.
It is no longer a question of lighting a candle here or
there; it is an attempt at total electrification at DPS.
The world has begun to glow with the light of
literacy radiated by the Delhi Public Schools across
India and the World.

The education delivery process at Delhi
Public School Rau, Indore encompasses
holistic development of every student and
ensures acceleration of their innate abilities.
Distinction and diversity are the twin
hallmarks of DPS philosophy to achieve
educational leadership and scholarly
excellence in the country. Team DPS brings
in distinction by striving tirelessly towards
excellence and this mission is supported by
setting up higher goals and achieving new
milestones. Our credo is to foster character
building and nurture the inquisitive spirit to
meet the growing challenges. We try to
sculpt dreamers because our educational
goal is 'Laying the foundation of
excellence'.
The primary thrust of the school to bring in
diversity is to undertake scholarly activities
for students, staff members, parents, and
the community at large, and expand their
horizons, by cultivating in them a global
perspective. Since its establishment, it has
evolved into its present-day status of being
part of a strong network of state, national,
and global education development. These
efforts bring in the commitment to work
towards getting the country's finest results.

“You have to dream
before your dreams
can come true.”
- Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

From Principal's desk

Heart Behind DPS Rau, Indore

Jagran Social Welfare Society, Bhopal is promoted by Shri Hari Mohan Gupta alongwith the other members in
the year 1997 with the main objective to develop and propagate educational programs, by the way of
establishing progressive schools, colleges, universities or other educational institutions in India, open to all
without any distinction of race, caste or creed and other social welfare objectives of the society.

“

Children are likely to live up,
to what you believe of them

”

“Upon the subject of education … I can only say that I view it as the most important subject which we as a people may
be engaged in.”
In the present context, we see these words of Mr. Lincoln turn into reality, even as life nearly came to a standstill,
without the wheel of learning ever stopping. For achieving this a great feat, I heartily congratulate the students who
have grown mature and responsible so as to be able to continue the learning from the virtual platform, thanks to
modern technology and the age of globalization.
I personally believe that children must be taught to bring order into the chaos that they see around them. They must be
taught how to be strong, courageous, and patient. And what can be a better way of teaching, than leading by
example. Today, I can proudly say that we, at Delhi Public Rau, Indore, have worked as a strong team and have fought
against all odds that have been thrown in our way in the form of Covid-19.
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Looking beyond the temporary obstacle of this pandemic, one cannot help but notice that although Delhi Public Rau,
Indore is in its nascent stage, our Dipsites have already begun to shine among the illustrious stars of the city, and the
school is being recognized for its dedication to academic excellence and for its rich co curricular activities such as
sports, performing arts, and cultural activities.

OUR INSTITUTIONS

Our aim is to provide holistic education to our students. The practice of promoting critical thinking, as against rote
learning and focus on the emotional well-being of the child, builds a firm foundation and prepares our students to face
the challenges of life.
ESTABLISHED 2000

ESTABLISHED 2003

ESTABLISHED 2013

ESTABLISHED 2019

We adopt innovative teaching methodologies that result in better understanding and help students to reason out and
develop critical thinking and scientific temperament. We believe that it is only through the exchange of ideas that
students develop their personal and social values. Therefore we encourage activities that inculcate critical thinking and
decision making skills in our students. Apart from this, we also provide facilities for honing their creative skills.
As is known to all, Delhi Public School is a center of world class education, where every student matters. Our
dedicated and qualified experts encourage the students to strive for academic excellence by providing them with
opportunities to develop their potential to the full and guide them to appreciate core human values and cultural
diversity.

ESTABLISHED 2013

ESTABLISHED 2003

ESTABLISHED 2006

ESTABLISHED 2016

We hope to carry forward the tradition of quality education with character building and the humble philosophy of
Service before Self’ with the support and cooperation of our students and the parent community.
Thank you!

Laying

the

foundation

of

excellence

Step into the world of DPS Rau Indore

Education has continued to evolve, diversify and extend its reach since the dawn of human history when a new
direction has to be given to an age old process. That moment is today......
Learning is a passionate and interactive process of progressive change from ignorance to knowledge.
Providing a platform to children to explore and evolve is the best way of learning. An environment that is
conducive to learning is one which allows space to express opinions, set up communication and build skills
and resources. While the school is committed to building such an atmosphere, which promotes spiritual,
moral, cultural, mental and physical development of pupils, it also believes that true learning is not complete
without parental support to the same ideals and when the two join hands, the magic will unfold.

‘A journey of thousand miles begins with a small step'
'Education gives wings to fly, Intelligence to reason and think
A Character for integrity and righteousness'

We Believe...
Education is the chief weapon which one can use to change the
world - it has the power to dissipate the darkness and strengthen
human mind to create a new world.

DPS Rau: A Holistic Day Boarding School
DPS Rau strives to offer a holistic experience and a
place where children can become the best version
of themselves. It is designed to keep students
involved and disciplined with specialized academic
rigor, co-curricular activities, and a structured
routine. Exquisite Indoor & Outdoor sports facilities
with quality coaching add to the overall world-class
scholarly excellence.

School Timings:
Pre-Nursery to Prep: 9:30 AM – 2:00 PM
Grade 1 & Grade 2: 9:30 AM – 4:00 PM
Grade 3 to Grade 9th: 7:30 AM - 4:00 PM

More Focus on Academics:
Being a day boarding school, children will have
more time to focus on practice work and remedial
classes. These classes will be taken by the same
teachers who are teaching them during regular
school hours. One of the biggest advantages of a
day boarding school is that the students don't have
to carry back home heavy practice work. It gives
them more leisure time to either pursue their
interest or spend quality time with family.

Better Social Life Quotient:
Children spending more quality time at school tend
to develop better relationships through group
activities, social interactions, and events. DPS Rau
with its well balanced and streamlined calendar of
activities, promises better socially-adjusted &
groomed students.
Training for Extra-curricular & Sports:
Using the world class facilities designed in DPS
Rau, students can pursue an extracurricular activity
or a sport of their choice during dedicated time
allotted in the day. These activities and sports will
be supervised by our professionally trained faculty
members.

Nutritious Meal:
Children will be provided with three meals during
school hours (Grade Pre Nursery onwards) which
shall include two snacks and lunch. These meals
are specially designed by professional nutritionists
keeping in mind the growing needs of children.
Table manners, graces, and values are reinforced
as the school sits together as a community while
dining.

Indore's First Bagless School: DPS Rau has no school bag and no homework policy to bring in new and
evolved ways of teaching and parenting. Keeping in mind the seriously damaged ergonomic state of the kids,
we believe that this is the need of the hour. Children at this age must sleep and play more for their healthy
development. Reduction of workload will not only ease the physical burden of children but will also brighten up
their emotional lives.

The School Campus of DPS Rau
The state-of-the-art 36-acre school campus built across to the norms of Vaastu is divided into blocks
to cater the specific requirements. The new age smart classes, new age hi-tech labs facilitating, and
quality teaching gives our students all possible exposure to help them explore their capabilities. Apart
from academics, the school will also provide highly equipped indoor and outdoor sports facilities, one
of its kind in central India. The school also has a dedicated utility wing having modern facilities for
pursuing co-curricular activities. DPS Rau Indore has schools within the school:
BLOCKS & FACILITIES
• Admin Block

• Dining Room

• Kidszone (Air-conditioned Classes for Pre-Nursery to Prep)

• Full Cricket Ground

• Academic Block (Classes 1st to 10th)

• Full Football Ground

• Dedicated Air-conditioned Indoor Sports Facilities

• Basketball Courts

• Utility Block

• Tennis Courts

The state-of-the-art Infrastructure

DPS Kidszone Dream Facilities

Central Courtyard

DPS Kidszone
At DPS Kidszone Rau, Indore, we strive to create a warm and stimulating environment where learning is fun.
We mirror a kid's world that is full of colors, dreams, and fantasy with the exclusively designed preschool
facilities we call DPS KIDSZONE.
DPS Kidszone Rau includes Pre Nursery, Nursery, and Prep classes
Which cater to the age group between 2 to 5 years old children.
We keep the children engaged in activities that promote curiosity and extend awareness about the world. Our
primary focus is to provide learning through activities and exploration. We encourage children to grow
confidence, self-esteem, and independence. We also value parents' contributions and encourage them to get
involved with us in the development process.
At DPS Kidszone Rau, we treat each child as an individual whose needs should be met in an atmosphere that
celebrates diversity. Our experienced and well-trained staff nurtures a child's social and emotional skills.

Storytelling Room

Litera – The Academic Block

Classroom

Air Conditioned Classroom for preschoolers
DPS Rau has embraced technology and it provides advanced infrastructure. Our aim of providing the best
and to embrace the new way of lifestyle, the architecture of the school has been thoughtfully designed with
spacious, well ventilated Classrooms and Activity rooms which are fully Air-Conditioned with CCTV
Surveillance. The Centrally Air Conditioned Classrooms create dynamic environment, thus providing our
students with congenital conditions that trigger learning and facilitate teaching.

MUNCHIES – The Pre School Dining
Eating Healthy diet helps children stay alert during class and eating together helps in learning manners and
table etiquettes. Nutritious and delicious vegetarian food planned by qualified dieticians is served in clean
and hygienic spacious mess – ‘Munchies’. Special care is taken to plan the menu in a way that keeps the
children healthy and enthusiastic.

To host the classes from 1st to 10th, we have 'Litera – The Academic Block' where each classroom is spacious
with generous provisions for ventilation, light display areas, storage, and a central courtyard for natural sunlight.
It can accommodate a maximum of 32 children per class. With teachers' workstations, each block becomes
a self - managed structure, accommodating the needs of all learners. These blocks are equipped with new
generation Smart Classes that are installed with Augmented Reality technology for a superior learning
experience, way ahead of any other smart class education.

ICT Based Classrooms
We, at DPS Rau, understand the present and
the future education barriers, and evolving
innovative solutions to address these problems.
Thus, DPS Rau aims to be at par with the 21st
Century education techniques with New Age
Smart Class. In Smart classes firstly the
curriculum is converted into animated visuals
which not only become an enjoyable experience
for students but also enables them to relate &
remember facts, easily. This makes learning a
thrilling and exciting. Such teaching helps to
maintain the students’ interest and focus by
engaging them completely in the entire teaching
learning process. Each Classroom is a smart
ICT enabled Class which augments the learning
with variation in stimuli. This transcends the
learning outcomes to life changing experiences.
This transformative learning enables the
students along with the teachers to make an
effective transition into new age learning.
INTERACTIVE SMART PANEL
The classrooms have 75 inch touch panel which
help children in virtual learning. The modules by
TATA Class Edge help cementing the concept.
The change of screen to Class Smart Board
makes the class chalk and dust free. A new way
to learn and explore - these interactive panels
have brought world class learning to our
class rooms.

Isle Of Xpressions - The Junior Utility Block

It is our firm belief that every child is gifted with creativity, though in varying degrees. To harness such
creative traits and tap the talent at an early age, DPS Rau, Indore has built a dedicated 30,000 sqft 'Isle of
Xpressions' wing which offers its students a variety of extracurricular activities. Vocal and Instrumental
Music, Dance, Art and Craft, and SUPW are integral parts of the education system in the school till Class
VIII. After that, exceptional students are given attention through extra classes.
Children have the opportunity to present their works in national and international exhibitions. Students also
participate in regular all India Inter DPS Competition for music and dance, organized by CBSE. The school
holds competitive fixtures against various other schools from across the country. Some of the extracurricular
activities, which the school encourages its students to be, involved which are:
Art & Craft | Pottery | Boutique | Vocal Music | Instrumental Music | Western & Classical Dance | Debating |
Social Work | Poetry | Vocal Music | Western Dance | Photography | Digital Film Making | Robotics

Santrupti – The School Dining
The Nutrient Density of School meals have an
impact on children’s cognitive function,
concentration and energy, as well as their
metabolic health and wellness. Keeping this in
mind Delhi Public School Rau, provides healthy
nutritious meals to the students, planned by
experienced dieticians, which are served in clean
and hygienic, spacious mess. Eating a healthy
diet helps children stay alert during class and
eating together helps in learning mannerism and
eating etiquette. All meals are supervised by
teachers. Delhi Public School Rau, Indore serves
three meals a day – Sumptuous Breakfast,
Nutritious Lunch & Healthy Evening Snacks. We
believe right diet helps in building right approach.

The Outdoor Sports Facilities

DPS RAU EXCLUSIVE
Ms Dhoni Cricket Academy
For the first time in the State of Madhya Pradesh, HMG Centre for Sports Excellence has collaborated with
world’s most celebrated cricketer and Former Indian Captain, MS Dhoni to setup the first ever MS Dhoni
Cricket Academy. The state of art cricket training facility provides coaching using modern technology, high
class coaching by national and international players under the mentorship of MS Dhoni.
Facilities:
•

Mentorship by Former Indian Captain, MS Dhoni

•

Special training from NCA, BCCI qualified- Level A, Level B coaches

•

All weather Indoor Astro turf Practice Wickets with Bowling machines

•

Special camps with national & international players

•

Residential school program in collaboration with DPS Rau Indore

•

Facility to have one to one session

•

App based progress tracking & Video Analysis facilities

•

National & International Cricket Tours

At DPS Rau sports curriculum is an integral and compulsory part of the education process. Sports
help to build character and teach the importance of discipline in life. It inculcates respect for rules and
allows the students to learn the value of self-control. DPS Rau, Indore has world class outdoor sports
facilities which include:
• Floodlit Basketball Courts

• Cricket ground with turf wickets

“I am happy to collaborate with DPS for
setting up the first MS Dhoni Cricket Academy
of Madhya Pradesh in Indore which will train you
like a champion to make you a champion”

• Tennis Courts with floodlit synthetic turf

MS Dhoni, Former Indian Cricket Captain

• Football ground FIFA standard

Eric Benny Football Academy
DPS Rau collaborated with Eric Benny Sports Management to setup India’s first ever Academy
football program under the mentorship of Eric Benny, Former Indian Football Player and Former
Manager, Indian Football Team. The football school shall have technical mentorship from DFI,
Germany.

Indoor Sports Facilities

Facilities
• Mentorship & Training by Eric Benny, Former Indian Football Player and Former Manager, Indian
Football Team
• Full time German coaches with technical inputs from DFI, Germany
• Special camps with national & international football players
• Exposure trips to European Clubs

The school also has a 45,000 sqft. International standard air conditioned indoor sports facilities.
These facilities are�• 50 mts Olympic size all weather swimming pool

• 10 mts indoor shooting range

• Squash courts

• Badminton courts

• Table tennis

• Yoga

• Gymnasium

• Wrestling / Taekwondo

• Chess

• Indoor cricket training facilities with bowling machines

• Skating

School in creating its Unique Niche
AWARDS & HONOURS
• Delhi Public School Rau, Indore ranked No.2 in “Campus Architecture & Design” by EducationWorld
Grand Jury Awards 2019-20

Indoor cricket training facility

Squash courts

•

DPS Kidszone Rau, Indore ranked No.6 for its “Campus Design & Excellence” by EducationWorld Grand
Jury Awards for Pre Schools 2019-20

•

India School Merit Awards by Education Today ranked Delhi Public School Rau among the top 10
upcoming CBSE schools of India.

•

Delhi Public School Rau, Indore ranked Madhya Pradesh's No.10 Co-ed Day School by EducationWorld
India School Rankings survey.

•

Delhi Public School Rau, Indore ranked Indore's No.6 Co-ed Day School by EducationWorld India
School Rankings survey.

ART AND CRAFT
• Dikshita Bansal of Class IX of DPS RAU Indore had secured 2nd position in an Online National level
Poster Competition organized by the State Museum, Lucknow.
MUSIC & DANCE
• DPS Rau bagged 4th position in the group song category and is selected for nationals in the Inter- DPS
Classical Vocal Music Festival- 2019 ‘SWARANJALI’ which had participation from 20 other schools of
Zone 5.
SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
• Taskeen Warsi of Class VIII selected for Inter State level Basketball Competition for Girls under -14, held
at Vidisha, Bhopal.
•

10 mts indoor shooting range�

50 mts Olympic size swimming pool

Ananya Singh Chouhan&DiyaKabra of Delhi Public School Rau, Indore entered the State Level Yoga
Championship afterthey bagged the fourth position in the 10 –year old & 12 year old category
respectively in Indore District Yoga Sports Championship.

School Transport
Delhi Public School Rau,
Indore ranked no. 2 in
“Campus Architecture
& Design” by
EducationWorld Grand
Jury Awards 2019-20

DPS Kidszone Rau, Indore ranked no. 6 for its
“Campus Design & Excellence” by EducationWorld
Grand Jury Awards for Pre Schools 2019-20

India School Merit Awards by
Education Today ranked Delhi
Public School Rau among the
top 10 upcoming CBSE schools
of India.

•

Brand new buses fitted with all the features in compliance to CBSE, Supreme Court, and State
guidelines

•

One seat behind the driver and the seat near the emergency exit is removed to prevent the students
from sitting in view of their safety

•

Driver's cabin is completely separated from the students' seating area

•

Seat belts are installed for all students and drivers

•

Each bus is fitted with cameras and GPS.

•

Each bus is equipped with a microphone to maintain constant communication with the drivers

•

Every bus has 2 panic button and 8 help button which is linked to the school

•

SLD devices are checked and the speed is set below 40 km/hr

•

Every bus has accessories like First AID box, water container, and dust bins

•

Lady guards are appointed in each bus to check and ensure the safety and security of the students

Admission Criteria

Our Affiliates

STEP 1:You can fill & submit the registration form online at www.dpsrau.org or obtain one from parent facilitation
centre at DPS Rau, Indore. The payment as well as submission of documents can be done online too.
Note: Incomplete forms will not be accepted
STEP 2: Fill the registration form with all the required information including personal information. Incomplete forms
will not be accepted. Completed forms can be submitted to the admission counselor in the school campus.
Parents are required to submit the following documents duly self-attested along with the registration form.
STEP 3: Once the registration form is processed an e-mail/call will be sent/made to the applicants detailing the
time for the interaction based on the eligibility criteria.
• Passport size photo • Copy of birth certificate • Address Proof
• Copy of Aadhar Card • Copy of last 3 years Report Card in case of admission to Class 4 and above.
STEP 4: Registered candidates will be called for personal interaction wherein a provisional admission order will
be issued with the detailed fee structure.

